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Abstract

Basic actions are those intentional actions performed not by doing any other kind of thing intentionally. Complex actions are performed by doing another kind of thing intentionally. There are both basic and complex contentful mental actions. Some contentful complex mental actions have a striking feature that has not been previously discussed: they are performed by way of another kind of action with a distinct content. In other words, a mental action with one content can be constituted by a mental action with a distinct content. This chapter introduces and explains this “content plurality” of certain complex mental actions. This chapter also argues for the philosophical significance of this feature. Content plurality offers a new explanation of transparent self-knowledge and suggests a new theory of inference. It also opens up a new conception of the relation between decisions to act and judgments about what ought to be done.

Some mental actions are intentional. Some of these are performed by way of performing another kind of intentional action (i.e. as a constitutive means). Just some of these have a striking and philosophically important feature: they have their own contents, but they are performed by way of mental actions with distinct contents. These mental actions have content plurality.

Here are a few examples. You can judge that this laundry detergent is the cheapest as a constitutive means to deciding I’ll buy this laundry detergent. Similarly, the mental action of judging \(25 + 34 = 59\) can be your means of judging my meal costs $59 in total. Your calling the word “phlogiston” to mind can also constitute a decision that “phlogiston” will be the treehouse password. The latter action in each of these descriptions is a complex mental action: an intentional mental action executed by doing another kind of thing intentionally. But each such mental action also has a further important feature. Each is a mental action with some specific content performed by way of a mental action with a distinct content. In other words, each such complex mental action has content plurality.

The fact that mental actions can have content plurality has not previously been appreciated in philosophy. If it had been, several philosophical debates of the last few decades would have run considerably differently. The content plurality of mental actions transforms several debates: one about the epistemology of transparent self-knowledge; one about the relationship between doxastic judgments and practical decisions; and one about the nature of inference. In each such debate, the content plurality of mental actions opens up a new and attractive solution to a philosophical puzzle that has not been considered before.

Here is a brief outline of this chapter. In Section 2.1, I identify the kind of mental actions that have content plurality, and give some examples. In Section 2.2, I give five jointly sufficient conditions on a mental action’s having content plurality, and I explain how it is possible to meet these conditions together. In Section 2.3, I use this model of content plurality in mental action to advance the three distinct philosophical debates I just mentioned. In Section 2.4, I respond to two objections to the view developed here.
2.1 Mental actions with content plurality

I’ll start by identifying the kind of mental actions that have content plurality. I’ll do that in a series of steps that narrows down mental actions into more and more restrictive categories.

Here are the steps in outline form:

(1) There are mental actions.
(2) Some of those are intentional mental actions.
(3) Some of those are intentional mental actions that have contents.
(4) Some mental actions are performed to satisfy more than one intention at once.
(5) Some of those are mental actions that execute several intentions at once.\(^2\)
(6) Some of those mental actions execute several intentions with content conditions.
(7) Some of those execute one such intention by having one content, and execute another such intention in constituting another kind of action with a distinct content. Any such further action has content plurality.

Let’s take each of these narrowing steps individually.

(1) There are mental actions.

A mental action is something you do in thought. You can do all sorts of things in thought. You can add 25 and 34. You can recall a recent party. You can rehearse a lecture you will give. You can imagine a firework show. You can do any of these things without putting a pen to paper, speaking, gesticulating, or even moving your body in any way. It’s not necessary for you to sit completely still to do something mentally, but nor is it necessary to move your body at all.

(2) Some of those (mental actions) are intentional mental actions.

Some mental actions are intentional. You can do any of those I just mentioned intentionally. You can intentionally add 25 and 34. You can recall a recent party intentionally. You can intentionally rehearse a lecture, or intentionally imagine a firework show.

That does not mean that any kind of mental action you can perform is a kind of mental action you can perform intentionally. There are two relevant constraints. First, some descriptions of mental actions could not figure into an intention, so you cannot do something intentionally in thought under any such description. Second, there are mental actions you could try to do intentionally, but you will necessarily fail.

To illustrate this first constraint, here is an example of an intention you can’t have. You cannot take some proposition you overtly take to be false – say, that 60 divided by 3 is 10 – and intend to make a judgment with its content. You cannot have that intention, because it would require using the concept JUDGMENT, and to have that concept is also to understand that judgment involves commitment to the truth of a proposition.\(^3\) Not only can you not judge something you overtly take to be false; you also know you cannot do that. And knowing you cannot do something is incompatible with intending to do it. The point is not just that you will not succeed if you try to do it; it’s that you cannot have the intention to do this at all.\(^4\)

To illustrate the second constraint, here is an example of an intention you cannot successfully execute. You might act on an intention not to think about a polar bear, thereby trying not to think of a polar bear. But insofar as you are directly acting on that intention, you are thinking of what you are
doing under the same description under which it is intentional. That is, you’re thinking of what you’re doing as not thinking about a polar bear.\textsuperscript{5} But to do that is to think about a polar bear.\textsuperscript{6}

Due to these two constraints, you cannot perform just any kind of mental action intentionally. But there are many kinds you can and do perform intentionally.

There are difficult unsolved puzzles about what it is to act intentionally. I will not attempt to solve them here. The main claim of this chapter – that mental actions can have content plurality – does not hang on any one particular solution to these difficult puzzles.

What will be important is the fact that any intentional mental action is intentional \textit{under a description}, and not every true description of a mental action is also a description under which that action is intentional.\textsuperscript{7} Thus, in intentionally \textit{adding 25 and 34}, you might in fact be doing precisely what your classmate is doing at the same time. While your \textit{adding 25 and 34} is intentional under that very description, it is not also intentional under the description \textit{doing what your classmate is now doing} – even though it is indeed an instance of doing just that.

\begin{enumerate}
\item Some of those are intentional mental actions that have contents.
\end{enumerate}

Some intentional mental actions have contents under the descriptions that characterize them as intentional. When you imagine a firework show intentionally, your imagining has firework show content – perhaps an imagistic content. When you intentionally recall a party, your recollection is of that party. When you intentionally rehearse a lecture you will give, you think of various sentences you will speak aloud. When you (correctly) add 25 and 34, you make a judgment with the propositional content $25 + 34 = 59$. Intentional mental actions can have all sorts of different kinds of content – at least imagistic, propositional, and linguistic contents.

It may sound odd to say that actions can have contents. And it is true that not all actions have contents. But you might think, additionally, that an action isn’t the right kind of thing to have a content, and that there is a category error in statement (3) above.

To dispel this confusion, it is important to see that the category of action is a determinable category, of which there are many determinates. An action can be a kick, a heist, an election, or something else. A mental action can be a judgment, a decision, a recollection, and imagining, or something else. These more determinate categories of actions can clearly have contents. Take the category of judgment: a judgment must have a content to be a judgment at all. Similarly, each decision has a content, since each decision is a decision to do something.

To be most precise, you might insist that intentional mental actions have contents only under certain descriptions. But since these are descriptions that really do apply to these actions, it seems fair to say (as I will) that intentional mental actions themselves have contents.

I will also use another piece of terminology that will help us frame the issues of this chapter: an intentional mental action has content under one of its intentional descriptions just when the corresponding intention specifies a \textbf{content condition} to be met. For example, your intentional imagining of a firework show is a case in which you act on an intention that demands an episode of imagining with some firework show content. If you succeed at imagining one, your action meets the content condition specified by the intention on which you act.

There is an important caveat here. Even those intentions with content conditions do not always fully specify the most determinate content of the mental action to be performed. The opposite is usually
the case: the most determinate content of your action is more determinate than the content specified by the intention on which you act in performing that action.

For example, when you intentionally add 25 and 34, your intention is to add 25 and 34. In this case, you intend to judge, of some particular number (de dicto), that it is the sum of 25 and 34. What you do in order to execute this intention is to figure out which number that is. The ultimate content of the action that executes the intention with which you began is the proposition \(25 + 34 = 59\). This content meets the content condition with which you began in part because it is more determinate than the specification built into the intention.

Take another example, this time from the practical domain: an example of intentionally deciding where to go for lunch. When you do this, you do not start with a specific restaurant in mind (de re); but the successful execution of this intention demands a specific restaurant (de re). This is another case in which the determinate content of your successful mental action is more determinate than was specified by the content condition built into your intention.

(4) Some mental actions are performed to satisfy more than one intention at once.

An action can be performed to satisfy more than one intention at once.\(^8\) This is the case when you intentionally \(\Phi\) in order to \(\Psi\), for two action types \(\Phi\) and \(\Psi\).\(^9\) To do this is (inter alia) to take \(\Phi\)-ing as at least a partial means to \(\Psi\)-ing. For instance, when you intentionally turn on the oven in order to make dinner, you take turning on the oven to be part of making dinner. Your turning on the oven is, in this case, intentional under the description turning on the oven; it is done intentionally under that description in order to make dinner intentionally under that further description; and if all goes well, your intentional action of turning on the oven will partially constitute your intentionally making dinner. Here, your intentionally turning on the oven is a partial means to making dinner. Your intentionally making dinner here is a complex action, one performed by means of doing other kinds of things intentionally (including, but not limited to, your turning on the oven).

There are also cases like these involving mental action instead of bodily action.

When you intentionally \(\Phi\) in order to \(\Psi\), \(\Phi\)-ing is sometimes only a partial means to \(\Psi\)-ing. Here is an example of a mental action like that. You might imagine the taste of the fettucine dish in order to choose an entrée. In this case, your imagining of the taste of the fettucine dish is intentional under that very description. It is intentional under the description imagining the taste of the fettucine dish; you do that intentionally in order to choose an entrée intentionally under that further description; and if all goes well, your intentional action of imagining the taste of the fettucine dish will partially constitute your intentionally choosing an entrée. It only partially constitutes that further intentional action because just imagining one dish is not clearly sufficient for fully choosing an entrée. It might be only one step along the way to your choice. Here, as before, your intentionally imagining the taste of the fettucine dish is a partial means to choosing an entrée. Your intentionally choosing an entrée is a complex action, one performed by means of doing other kinds of things intentionally (including, but not limited to, your imagining the taste of the fettucine dish).

Here is another example, this time with a mental action with propositional content. You can intentionally suppose that \(p\) [for some determinate \(p\)] in order to figure out whether \(p\) only if \(q\) [for some determinate \(q\)]. Your action is intentional under the description supposing that \(p\); you do that intentionally in order to figure out whether \(p\) only if \(q\) intentionally under that further description; and if all goes well, your intentional action of supposing that \(p\) will partially constitute your intentionally figuring out whether \(p\) only if \(q\). It only partially constitutes that further action because just supposing that \(p\) is not, alone, a way of figuring out whether \(p\) only if \(q\). After supposing that \(p\), you have more left to do in order to figure out whether \(p\) only if \(q\).
Some of those are mental actions that execute several intentions at once.

Sometimes, you execute two or more intentions in just one token mental action. In some cases when you intentionally \( \Phi \) in order to \( \Psi \), your \( \Phi \)-ing is not just one of many steps on the way to \( \Psi \)-ing. Instead, your \( \Phi \)-ing can also fully constitute your \( \Psi \)-ing. In such a case, your \( \Phi \)-ing intentionally is a constitutive means to your \( \Psi \)-ing intentionally. Your \( \Psi \)-ing is a complex action performed just by \( \Phi \)-ing intentionally.

In such cases, you execute your intention to \( \Phi \) and your intention to \( \Psi \) all at once. You execute an intention to \( \Phi \) just when you \( \Phi \) intentionally in acting on that very intention. We can also say that an action is the execution of an intention just when that action is itself a \( \Phi \)-ing performed intentionally in acting on that intention.

Let’s look at some examples to make all of this more concrete.

First, for comparison, here is a bodily action that executes more than one intention at once. I can intentionally knit a scarf in order to make a gift for my brother. If I succeed in knitting the scarf intentionally (in acting on this very intention), I also thereby succeed in making a gift for my brother. Here, I intentionally knit a scarf, under that description; I do that intentionally in order to make a gift for my brother; and that successful intentional knitting a scarf also fully constitutes an intentional making of a gift for my brother. This time, the intentional action of knitting a scarf executes the intention to knit a scarf as well as the intention to make a gift for my brother. I can execute all these intentions at once because there is no more I need to do to make a gift for my brother other than knit the scarf in these circumstances. (I am here assuming that gift wrap and a card are supererogatory.)

That was an example in the domain of bodily action. More importantly for our purposes, there are also mental actions that execute more than one intention at once. Here is an example. If the teacher of a meditation class asks you to attend to the sound in the room, you might form an intention to attend to the sound in order to do what the meditation teacher asked. If you then go on to attend to the sound, that intentional mental action can execute your several intentions at once: your intention to attend to the sound as well as your intention to do what the meditation teacher asked. Attending to the sound can execute all that at once because there is nothing more you need to do – over and above attending to the sound – in order to do what your meditation teacher asked in these circumstances.

(6) Some of those mental actions execute several intentions with content conditions.

We can now combine point (3) above – the point that there are intentional mental actions that have contents – with the point that a mental action can execute several intentions at once.

I’ll say that an intention has a content condition just if any action that executes it must have a certain kind of content.

We have already considered an example of a mental action intentional under one description that also partially constitutes an intentional action of another kind. In this example, the relevant intentions involved content conditions. This was the example of supposing that \( p \) in order to figure out whether \( p \) only if \( q \). But this is not a case in which you execute, all at once, several intentions that have content conditions. That is because supposing that \( p \) is not, by itself, a fully constitutive means of figuring out whether \( p \) only if \( q \).

Now consider a case in which one action executes several intentions with content conditions – indeed with distinct content conditions. If you want to meet your friend Ben for dinner out, you can intentionally choose a restaurant in order to choose a place to meet Ben. If you successfully choose
a restaurant while acting on this intention, there is nothing left to do to choose a place to meet Ben. Your intentional action of choosing a restaurant also fully constitutes your intentional action of choosing a place to meet Ben. (How this can be so is a question left for the next section of this chapter.)

This is a case in which one mental action executes several intentions at once, each of which builds in a content condition. In other words, it is a case of a complex contentful mental action performed via some constitutive means which is itself a contentful mental action. However, this complex action is not yet a case of a mental action with content plurality. It does not have content plurality because the action that is the constitutive means has the same content as the further complex action. Your intentional choosing of a restaurant has a specific content – let’s say, the local restaurant Taïm. Your intentional choosing of a place to meet Ben also has the content Taïm. The restaurant you choose is Taïm, and the place you choose to meet Ben is Taïm. This is a case in which two intentions with distinct content conditions – one demanding a restaurant as such, one demanding a place to meet Ben as such – can both be executed at once because the content of the action that is your constitutive means is one and the same as the content of your further action.

(7) Some of those execute one such intention by having one content, and execute another such intention in constituting another kind of action with a distinct content. Any such further action has content plurality.

In some cases, you execute several intentions with distinct content conditions at once, by using distinct contents to meet those conditions. You can do that when you intentionally perform one kind of contentful mental action as a constitutive means to another, in such a way that the means action has a content distinct from that further complex action it constitutes. Such complex actions just are mental actions with content plurality.

Here is an example. Say you have just enjoyed a meal consisting of a $25 appetizer and a $34 entrée. In this context, you can intentionally add 25 and 34 in order to determine the total cost of the meal. When you successfully add 25 and 34, you make a judgment with the content 25 + 34 = 59. When you successfully determine the total cost of the meal, you make a judgment with the content the total cost of the meal is $59. You can execute both intentions at once. Your intentional action of adding 25 and 34 has the content 25 + 34 = 59. In context, used as a constitutive means to determining the total cost of the meal, that intentional action also constitutes an intentional action of that further type. That is, it also constitutes a mental action of determining that the total cost of the meal is $59. That complex mental action has a different total content than that of the constitutive means; it has the content the total cost of the meal is $59. Since it was performed by way of performing another kind of intentional mental action with a distinct content, that action of determining the total cost of the meal has content plurality.

To give a preview of the next section: the reason that you can execute both of these intentions at once is that you already understood, in entering into this mental activity, that the total cost of the meal in dollars would be the sum of the cost of the appetizer and the cost of the entrée, i.e., the sum of 25 and 34. Although the content conditions built into the intentions on which you are acting are themselves distinct – one intention demands just a mathematical judgment, and another intention demands a judgment about your meal – your background understanding relates them in a way that makes them executable at once.

Here is another example. Say you and your life partner build a treehouse in the backyard, and you need to set a password for entry to the treehouse. One way to do this is just to call a word to mind in order to decide on a treehouse password. This is another case in which you can execute both your intentions at once, although each intention sets a distinct demand on the content of the mental action
that would execute it. You can execute both intentions at once because when you intentionally call a word to mind, there is no more you need to do to decide on a treehouse password. One mental action can both execute your intention to call any word to mind by having a linguistic content, e.g., “phlogiston” (the word), and also execute your intention to decide on a treehouse password by having the content “phlogiston will be the treehouse password.” These are contents of distinct kinds. One is linguistic (“phlogiston”) and one is propositional (“phlogiston will be the treehouse password”). Your password decision here is performed by way of your performing another kind of mental action with a distinct content—the kind of simple linguistic content that couldn’t even in principle be the content of a decision. Your password decision thus has content plurality.

Let’s take stock. So far I have simply identified mental actions with content plurality among the more general class of mental action. I have provided a few different examples.

However, I haven’t explained how such mental actions are possible. That is the next task.

2.2 How content plurality is possible

What does it take for a mental action to have content plurality? In this section, I’ll state jointly sufficient conditions for that, and then explain how it is possible to meet these conditions.11

2.2.1 Jointly sufficient conditions

Here are jointly sufficient conditions on performing a mental action with content plurality.

For two distinct types of contentful mental action Φ and Ψ, if

(i) you think that Φ-ing is a way to Ψ in your circumstances, because Φ-ing bears a certain relation r to Ψ-ing in your circumstances;
(ii) you act on an intention to Φ in order to Ψ, led by this conception of Φ-ing;
(iii) all it takes to Ψ in your circumstances is to think of a token Φ-ing of yours as bearing that same relation r to Ψ-ing, and
(iv) you execute both intentions (to Φ and to Ψ) just by Φ-ing intentionally in such a way that
(v) the content of your Φ-ing is qualitatively distinct from the content of your Ψ-ing,

then your Ψ-ing has content plurality.

For an example of a mental action that meets all these conditions, return to the restaurant math case. Let Φ be adding 25 and 34 and Ψ be determining the total cost of the meal. In this case,

(i) you think of adding 25 and 34 as a way to determine the total cost of the meal in your circumstances, because the result of adding 25 and 34 is the total cost of the meal;
(ii) you act on an intention to add 25 and 34 in order to determine the total cost of the meal, led by the aforementioned conception of those actions;
(iii) all it takes to determine the total cost of the meal in your circumstances is to think of the result of adding 25 and 34, that it is the total cost of the meal (as indeed it is); and
(iv) you execute both intentions (to add 25 and 34, and to determine the total cost of the meal) just by adding 25 and 34 intentionally in such a way that
(v) the content of your adding 25 and 34—that is, the propositional content 25 + 34 = 59—is qualitatively distinct from the content of your determining the total cost of the meal, which is the propositional content the total cost of the meal is $59.
Here, your intentional action of determining the cost of the meal has content plurality.

2.2.2 An explanation of content plurality

To accept (i) – (v) as jointly sufficient conditions on a mental action’s having content plurality, however, is not yet to accept that there really are mental actions with content plurality. To accept that, we need to see how it is possible to meet conditions (i) – (v) together.

Here’s how I’ll go about explaining that. I’ll work backwards from the end. First I’ll establish that the conclusion—that the complex mental action Ψ-ing—follows from (i) – (v). I’ll do that by assuming (i) – (v) and establishing the conclusion.

In the following step, I’ll assume (i) – (iv), and show that (v) is possible given these. If so, this makes content plurality possible as well. Then I’ll assume just (i) – (iii) and show it’s possible to meet the other conditions; then do the same starting just with (i) and (ii), and then just (i). In the end, our sole remaining task will be to show that meeting (i) is possible. Altogether, establishing these points will establish that it is possible to meet (i) – (v) together.

First, let’s establish that if (i) – (v) hold for two action types Φ and Ψ, then Ψ-ing has content plurality. Note that your Φ-ing executes both relevant intentions (to Φ and to Ψ) at once, as given by (iv). That means that your Φ-ing also constitutes a Ψ-ing. Since (v) tells us that your Φ-ing has a qualitatively distinct content from your Ψ-ing, your Ψ-ing is a mental action with content plurality: the constitutive means by which it is performed has a content qualitatively distinct from its own content. This establishes that your Ψ-ing’s having content plurality follows from conditions (i) – (v), since it is assumed that there is nothing special about A.

Now let’s see how it is possible to meet all these jointly sufficient conditions together.

Given that conditions (i) – (iv) can be met, can (v) be met as well? We have already seen that one action of adding of 25 and 34 can also constitute an action of determining the total cost of the meal. But one of those is just a judgment about the sum of 25 and 34, and the other is a judgment about the total cost of the meal. As such, then, they must have distinct contents. If they can be executed all at once—as condition (iv) stipulates—then that action must have content plurality. Other examples from the first part of this chapter give ample illustration of the ways in which condition (v) can be met given that (i) – (iv) are met.

Given that conditions (i) – (iii) can be met, can (iv) be met as well? This is the trickiest point to see. Explaining this point will take some time, and use several principles from the philosophy of action more generally. I will take the explanation step by step.

Condition (iv) stipulates that you execute several distinct intentions – to Φ, to Ψ, and to Φ in order to Ψ – all at once, in one token mental action. How can this be?

Consider conditions (i) and (ii) first. Condition (ii) stipulates that you act on a pair of intentions that relates Φ-ing and Ψ-ing as means to end. Here, you are trying to Φ in order to Ψ. Sometimes when you act on a complex intention like this, you see Φ-ing as only a partial means to Ψ-ing. But (i) gives us more than that. It stipulates that you see Φ-ing as a way to Ψ in your circumstances. By that, I meant that you consider Φ-ing to be a sufficient means to Ψ-ing in your circumstances. In acting on this intention, you think that in Φ-ing, you will also Ψ. You think this because you think Φ-ing bears some particular (de re) relation r to Ψ-ing in your circumstances.
Now we need some further principles about action more broadly. First, acting on an intention to \( \Phi \) necessarily involves having \( \Phi \)-ing as such in mind. The way this point is traditionally put is like this: in acting on an intention to \( \Phi \), you have in mind what you’re doing under a description – the same one under which your acting is intentional.

To say you have this in mind is to say that your conception of what you’re doing is present for you in an immediate way. It’s not just that you have some standing belief about your current action. What you have in mind in this way has been called “practical knowledge” by Anscombe.\(^{12}\) I will call it a “practical conception,” thereby not yet committing to the truth or warrant of this conception of what you are doing.\(^ {13}\)

Having any such practical conception in mind involves thinking that what you are now doing is a certain sort of activity – namely, \( \Phi \)-ing. This is a form of doxastic commitment.\(^ {14}\) A practical conception present in intentional action involves the same attitudinal aspect as a standing belief or an occurrent judgment. But having a practical conception in mind while you act is neither just to have a belief (because it is by definition immediately present to mind) nor just to make a judgment (because your having this conception in mind extends over time).

In the case of complex actions—cases in which you act on an intention to \( \Phi \) in order to \( \Psi \)—the practical conception you have in mind is even richer than that. In such cases, your practical conception involves having in mind: I am \( \Phi \)-ing in order to \( \Psi \). To think this is also to think that \( \Phi \)-ing is at least a partial means of \( \Psi \)-ing, and sometimes—as when condition (i) holds—also to think that \( \Phi \)-ing is a way, or a sufficient means, of \( \Psi \)-ing. (If you didn’t think \( \Phi \)-ing was at least a partial means of \( \Psi \)-ing, you wouldn’t be \( \Phi \)-ing in order to \( \Psi \) at all.)

This understanding of \( \Phi \)-ing as a way of \( \Psi \)-ing doesn’t come from nowhere. Whenever you act on a complex intention to \( \Phi \) in order to \( \Psi \), your practical conception also enfolds a more determinate relation \( r \) between \( \Phi \)-ing and \( \Psi \)-ing—a relation between these two types of action which explains why one is a means to the other, at least in your current circumstances.

For an illustration of this fact, let’s return once again to the restaurant math example. As \( \Phi \)-ing here is adding 25 and 34, and \( \Psi \)-ing is determining the total cost of the meal, then acting on an intention to \( \Phi \) in order to \( \Psi \) involves commitment to \( \Phi \)-ing’s being a way of \( \Psi \)-ing because the result of adding 25 and 34 is the total cost of the meal in dollars. This is just one example of a more determinate relation that explains your thinking that \( \Phi \)-ing is a way of \( \Psi \)-ing in your circumstances. The particular relation between \( \Phi \)-ing and \( \Psi \)-ing that you have in mind as part of your practical conception—the one which explains why \( \Phi \)-ing is a way of \( \Psi \)-ing in your circumstances—will vary from case to case, of course.

Now we can put these points to work to answer the question at hand. We are asking: given conditions (i) – (iii), how is it possible for (iv) to be met too?

If it is possible to \( \Phi \) at all—as indeed in some cases it will be—it is possible to execute the intention to \( \Phi \) in one mental action. Let’s assume that you do that.

We have just seen that when you do that you already have in mind, as part of your practical conception of what you are doing, that \( \Phi \)-ing in your circumstances bears that relation \( r \) to \( \Psi \)-ing, and (because of this) that \( \Phi \)-ing is a way of \( \Psi \)-ing in your circumstances. Your practical conception involves relating a \( \Phi \)-ing in your circumstances (de dicto) to a \( \Psi \)-ing in your circumstances (de dicto). When you actually \( \Phi \), this practical conception is enriched into a conception of your actual token \( \Phi \)-ing, de re. Thus, in \( \Phi \)-ing, you think that your \( \Phi \)-ing (now de re) is related to \( \Psi \)-ing in the way built into your practical conception of what you are doing. But that just is to think of a token \( \Phi \)-
ing of yours in precisely the way that makes it into a \( \Psi \)-ing as well, as stipulated by condition (iii). Condition (iii) says that all it actually takes to \( \Psi \) in your circumstances is to think (de re) of some token \( \Phi \)-ing you perform as bearing that same relation \( r \) to \( \Psi \)-ing that is built into your practical conception. Thus, your actual token \( \Phi \)-ing also constitutes a \( \Psi \)-ing in these circumstances, by condition (iii). If you have acted intentionally, and non-deviantly, keeping in mind this practical conception all along, then condition (iv) is fulfilled too. Thus, it is possible to meet condition (iv) when conditions (i) – (iii) are met.

To illustrate all this, let’s return yet again to your math in the restaurant. In *adding 25 and 34 in order to determine the total cost of your meal*, you have in mind a practical conception of what you’re doing under that very description. In having this conception in mind, you think that *adding 25 and 34 is a way of determining the total cost of your meal* – here, because the result of adding 25 (the cost of your appetizer in dollars) and 34 (the cost of your entrée in dollars) will simply be the total cost in dollars of the meal that you want to figure out.

In summary, you have in mind, as part of your practical conception of what you are doing, that *25 + 34 is the total cost of your meal in dollars*. This simplification looks just like a relation between certain contents, but it’s crucial that this relation on the content level is being used by you in thought to perform actions with the relevant contents. You think of the result of your addition to be performed as the total cost of the meal in dollars to be figured out.

Now we can see what happens when you successfully add 25 and 34 — which is indeed possible to do — and come to recognize that \( 25 + 34 = 59 \). When you do this, you are already thinking that the sum in this content is *the total cost of the meal in dollars*. This is not a matter of merely entertaining a relationship between the two; you are doxastically committed to this relation. And this is not some standing or unconscious belief you have to call to mind to use. This relationship is present in your practical conception; it makes sense of what you are doing as *adding 25 and 34 in order to figure out the total cost of your meal*. Because your thought that \( (25 + 34) \) is the total cost of your meal in dollars is present to mind in this way — and, as stated in condition (iii), there’s nothing more to figuring out the total cost of the meal than thinking of this sum in this way — your adding 25 and 34 to get 59 just is also a judgment that *the total cost of your meal is $59*. There is nothing extra you have to do to make that second judgment here.

We have now seen that, given (i) – (iii), it is possible to meet condition (iv) as well. That is not guaranteed; after all, you could simply get distracted, or otherwise fail to execute any of the intentions on which you are acting. But it is certainly possible, and that is all we need.

Given (i) – (ii), is it possible for (iii) to be met? Here, once again, we can refer back to the examples from Section 2.1. There are certainly mental actions \( \Phi \) and \( \Psi \) such that all it takes to \( \Psi \), in some circumstances, is to \( \Phi \) while thinking of your token \( \Phi \)-ing in a particular way. All it takes to *decide on a treehouse password* is to *call any word to mind* if you have committed, ahead of time, to making whatever word you call to mind the treehouse password. All it takes to *choose a place to meet Ben* is to *choose a restaurant* and think that the restaurant is the place to meet Ben. That can all be part of your practical conception of what you are doing in choosing a place to meet Ben. These examples demonstrate that it is possible for (iii) to hold while (i) and (ii) do.

Note that it’s possible to meet (iii) even when \( \Psi \)-ing as such is factive. This is the case with the restaurant math example. All it takes to *determine the total cost of the meal* — that is, to make a true judgment of that cost — is to *add 25 and 34* and to think of that action in a particular way while you do so. That’s because *adding 25 and 34* is also factive.
However, it is not true for any pair of contentful mental action types Φ and Ψ that all it takes to Ψ is to Φ while thinking of your Φ-ing in a particular way. For example: even if you think of imagining a blue unicorn as a way of finding a cure for cancer, and you act on an intention to imagine a blue unicorn in order to find a cure for cancer, it is not sufficient in these circumstances to imagine a blue unicorn, and think of it in all the implicated ways, in order to actually find a cure for cancer. In short, condition (iii) is placing a substantive constraint here.

Now, given just (i) is it possible for (ii) to be met? It certainly seems so. Condition (i) stipulates that you think of Φ as a way to Ψ. If you think that, it should certainly be possible to form and act on an intention to Φ in order to Ψ, led by this conception. There is nothing particularly remarkable about acting on a complex intention to Φ in order to Ψ when you think that Φ-ing is a way of Ψ-ing in your circumstances. This is common sense.

All that remains to do now is to show that it is possible to meet condition (i). Is it possible to think of Φ-ing as a way to Ψ in your circumstances, because Φ-ing bears some particular relation r to Ψ-ing in your circumstances?

Given the examples discussed above, it might seem obvious that this is possible. You can certainly use a relation between Φ-ing and Ψ-ing in your circumstances to come to think that Φ-ing is a way to Ψ in your circumstances. The examples of content plurality in mental action given above often recruit contingent features of your environment that rationalize connecting these actions in this way. The sum of 25 and 34 just was the total cost of your meal in dollars, and you get to pick the treehouse password, so any word you consider is one you can pick.

On the other hand, it might seem as though there is an additional problem to be solved here. It can seem as though something spooky is going on, because thinking of Φ-ing as a way of Ψ-ing here is part of what makes your eventual Φ-ing also constitute a Ψ-ing. For your adding 25 and 34 to constitute an action of determining the total cost of the meal, you needed to think doing the former was a way of doing the latter. In order for your calling a word to mind to also be a choice of a treehouse password, you needed to think doing the former was a way of doing the latter. Now that we’ve seen the connection between the way you think of your action, and what your action becomes, meeting condition (i) can seem mysterious. Meeting (i) seems to put into play an odd self-fulfilling prophecy. How can you think of Φ-ing as a way of Ψ-ing, if thinking of Φ-ing as a way of Ψ-ing is part of what is needed to make your ultimate Φ-ing into a Ψ-ing after all?

To see that it is not impossible to meet (i), let’s take a look at a broader pattern in the philosophy of action. Your practical conception of what you are doing does affect what it is that you actually do, in many circumstances. In many cases of complex action, your thinking of what you are doing as Φ-ing in order to Ψ is necessary for making your Φ-ing constitute a Ψ-ing at all. But that does not keep you from seeing Φ-ing as a way Ψ-ing from the outset.

Let’s return to another past example. You can think of knitting a scarf as a way of making your brother a gift even though your making your brother a gift just in knitting a scarf depends on your already thinking of your action in that way. When you are acting on the intention to knit a scarf in order to make your brother a gift, you have in mind a practical conception of what you are doing. This practical conception includes a relation between knitting a scarf in this context and making your brother a gift. Simply stated, this practical conception just involves a commitment to the scarf that is to be knit as a gift for your brother. You wouldn’t be knitting a scarf in order to make a gift for your brother without having this relation in mind.

Now consider what happens when you finish knitting the scarf. You already think of the scarf as a gift for your brother; that much is contained in your practical conception of what you are doing. But
then to finish the scarf is to finish an item you are already committed to giving to your brother. Since all it takes to make this scarf a gift is to think of it in this way, you have finished making the gift for your brother just by finishing knitting the scarf. (As above: gift wrap and a card are non-essential.)

This example should help us see that there is no additional puzzle to be solved about how you could see knitting a scarf as a way of making a gift for your brother from the outset. You have in mind a local relation that connects these two actions: you think of a scarf (yet to be made) as a gift (yet to be made). What’s more, the fact that one action can execute both intentions—to knit a scarf and to make a gift for your brother—only when you intend them all at once, in this structured way, does not keep you from having and acting on some such structured intention. On the contrary, the fact that doing all that at once is within your control partly explains your ability to form this intention in the first place.

The more general phenomenon in action theory is one in which your practical conception of what you are doing—e.g., as Φ-ing in order to Ψ—affects the nature of what you actually do by Φ-ing. It may well be that having that practical conception of what you are doing, as a result of acting on an intention to Φ in order to Ψ, is required for your Φ-ing to constitute a Ψ-ing as well. But that does not preclude you from having the antecedent belief that Φ-ing is a way of Ψ-ing in your circumstances. On the contrary, it gives that antecedent belief its warrant: it is within your control to Ψ just in Φ-ing, by thinking of your action in that way. This is what makes sense of your antecedent belief that Φ-ing is indeed a way of Ψ-ing.

This structure is ubiquitous in complex intentional action. It is familiar in the philosophy of action from Aquinas’s point, famously quoted by Anscombe, that practical knowledge is the cause of what it understands— that is, a formal, not (only) efficient, cause of that. To adapt this point to our own discussion: a complex practical conception partly makes your means constitute your complex action as the kind of intentional action that it is.

Let’s pause and take stock. In the first part of this section, I presented sufficient conditions on a mental action’s having content plurality. In the next part, I explained how it was possible to meet these conditions together. First, I showed that they are the sufficient conditions they presume to be. Then I showed it was possible: to meet (v) when (i) – (iv) hold; to meet (iv) when (i) – (iii) hold; to meet (iii) when (i) and (ii) hold; to meet (ii) when (i) holds; and, finally, to meet (i). In sum, this demonstrates that it is possible to perform a mental action that has one content by performing another mental action that has a qualitatively distinct content. That is, it’s possible to perform a complex mental action with content plurality.

### 2.3 The philosophical importance of content plurality

Mental actions can have content plurality in part because an agent’s Φ-ing can also constitute a Ψ-ing. A constitution relation between a token Φ-ing and a token Ψ-ing does not imply that all Φ-ings constitute Ψ-ings, and it does not require the agent of a mental action with content plurality to accept any more general constitution relationship between Φ-ings and Ψ-ings outside of her context.

This is why the model of mental actions with content plurality I have developed here is a powerful tool of philosophical explanation. It allows us to thread the needle between (a) implausible type-level constitution claims of two distinct action types and (b) implausible dissociation between two token actions which need to be more closely related for some local explanatory purpose. Threading this needle allows us to sew up several holes in distinct philosophical debates.

In this section, I’ll apply this tool to three philosophical questions: a question about transparent self-knowledge of belief and intention; a question about the relation between theoretical judgments and
practical decisions; and a question about the nature of inference. In each case, we will see that a token contentful mental action’s constituting another token mental action with distinct content without a type-level constitution relation can help clear up philosophical confusion.

### 2.3.1 Transparent self-knowledge

You can come to know whether you believe that \( p \) in part by figuring out whether \( p \) is true. Similarly, you can come to know whether you intend to \( \Phi \) by determining whether to \( \Phi \). Self-attributions of beliefs and intentions are thus thought to be ‘transparent’ in a particular sense: the question of what you believe is ‘transparent’ to the question of what is true, and the question of what you intend is ‘transparent’ to the question of what to do.\(^{16}\)

Importantly, this transparency of one question to another is thought to be a special feature of the first-personal perspective. Epistemologists working on this topic often take it that explaining how you can transparently self-attribute beliefs and intentions will illuminate the other special features of the first-personal perspective each of us has on her own beliefs and intentions—including the authority and epistemic privilege of this position.

Why does it make sense, from the first-personal perspective, to trade questions in this remarkable way? In the belief case, we can ask: how could my judgment that \( p \) contribute to my judging that I believe that \( p \)? In the intention case, we can ask: how could a decision to \( \Phi \) contribute to my judging that I intend to \( \Phi \)? In neither case does there seem to be a justificatory relationship between the contents of the relevant mental actions. Thus, it doesn’t help to interpret transparent self-attribute as inferential in either the belief or the intention case.\(^{17}\)

It does help to see transparent self-attributions of beliefs and intentions as mental actions with content plurality. This shifts the burden of explanation away from a general relationship of inferential support between contents and towards a local understanding of how an agent could do two particular things at once in thought. In the belief case, we can come to see how an agent could judge that \( p \) and judge that she believes that \( p \) all at once. In the intention case, we can come to see how an agent could decide to \( \Phi \) and judge that she intends to \( \Phi \) all at once.

Elsewhere I have given a sustained explanation of transparent self-knowledge of belief.\(^{18}\) Here I will give the explanation of transparent self-knowledge of intention.

Let’s see how conditions (i)–(v) can be met in transparent self-attribute of intention. You can make a decision and make a judgment about what you intend to do all at once when:

(i) you think that deciding whether to \( \Phi \) is a way to figure out whether you intend to \( \Phi \) in your circumstances because you intend to do what you decide to do;
(ii) you act on an intention to decide whether to \( \Phi \) in order to figure out whether you intend to \( \Phi \), led by the conception of these actions mentioned in (i);
(iii) all it takes in your circumstances to figure out whether you intend to \( \Phi \) is to think of the content of a token decision whether to \( \Phi \) as what you intend to do; and
(iv) you execute both intentions (to decide whether to \( \Phi \) and to figure out whether you intend to \( \Phi \)) just by deciding whether to \( \Phi \) intentionally in such a way that
(v) the content of your deciding whether to \( \Phi \) as such is qualitatively distinct from the content of your figuring out of whether you intend to \( \Phi \).

Let’s take a case in which you do decide to \( \Phi \), and in so doing you figure out that you intend to \( \Phi \). In this case, there is one token mental action that both executes the intention to decide whether to \( \Phi \) and the intention to figure out whether you intend to \( \Phi \). It executes the former as a decision to \( \Phi \). It
executes the latter by also constituting a judgment that you intend to Φ. In this case, your figuring out whether you intend to Φ has content plurality.

What relation r between deciding whether to Φ and figuring out whether you intend to Φ informs your mental activity in this case? This relation, or rather your understanding of it, is crucial to the content plurality of your ultimate mental action. This relation makes it into your practical conception of what you are doing and makes it the case that your decision to Φ is also a judgment that you intend to Φ. Why does it make sense to structure your activity in this way?

The relationship is one between what you decide and what you intend. Insofar as you understand that what you decide to do just is what you intend to do (at least for this very moment), you can use this procedure to self-attribute intentions.

So transparent self-attribution of intention involves performing a mental action with content plurality. Why does this help us understand the epistemology of this self-knowledge?

This model of transparent self-attribution provides a strong explanation of the epistemic credentials of such attributions. Any self-attribution of intention made in this way will be true, as making a decision to Φ is sufficient for (contemporaneously) intending to Φ. The self-attribution is warranted as a self-attribution of an intention because you know what kind of thing you are doing in thought – namely, deciding whether to Φ – and that doing that sort of thing is sufficient for figuring out what you intend to do. It is warranted as an attribution of intention to yourself in particular because this procedure requires no identification of yourself among others; it is thus immune to error through misidentification. Finally, it is warranted as a self-attribution of an intention to Φ, in particular, by the consciousness of the content of your decision to Φ.

There are two key advantages of this account of transparent self-knowledge of intention.

First, the account specifies a plausible relation between a token decision to Φ and a judgment that you intend to Φ. The former can constitute the latter. The account explains how that can be the case even though not all decisions constitute judgments about what you intend.

Second, it allows for a remarkably secure form of warrant in at least one respect. Since the self-attribution of an intention is made at precisely the same moment as a decision to Φ—by way of this one token mental action—and a decision to Φ is sufficient for at least contemporaneous temporary intention to Φ, this kind of self-attribution of intention cannot err by way of a temporal mismatch between decision and self-attribute.

There are certainly more questions to be answered about this account of transparent self-attribution of intention. I set these aside to save space. What is most important to see here is just that content plurality in mental action transforms our inquiry into such self-attribution. Instead of asking about the relationship between two temporally distinct mental actions, this model of content plurality in mental action allows us to consider another strong explanation of the epistemology of transparent self-attributions.

### 2.3.2 Judgments and decisions

This understanding of mental actions with content plurality also generates a subtle new interpretation of practical reasoning that involves both judgments and decisions.

There is a longstanding debate about how your judgments with contents of the form I ought to Φ or Φ-ing is the thing to do relate to decisions to Φ. At first, these sorts of mental events seem to belong
to two different categories, the ‘theoretical’ and the ‘practical’: any judgment is a doxastic
acceptance of a truth-evaluable content, whereas a decision to $\Phi$ is directed at action, and thus takes
a fundamentally action-guiding attitude towards its content. On further reflection, though, some
particular ‘theoretical’ judgments seem to have immediate and not merely causal impact on my
plans, or even on my actions themselves.\textsuperscript{24} Settling what I ought to do, or settling what the thing to
do is, can simply settle for me what I’ll do.

Partly to close the uncomfortable gap between a judgment that $\Phi$-ing is the thing to do and a decision
to $\Phi$, Alan Gibbard has influentially argued that making that sort of judgment just is deciding to $\Phi$.\textsuperscript{25} Proposing this perfectly general connection between judgments of this form and decisions allows
Gibbard to develop a systematic explanation of practical reasoning, modeled on certain central key
features of ‘theoretical’ reasoning.

But Gibbard’s proposal faces a simple problem of extensional inadequacy. It is usually but not
always the case that a judgment with content like $\Phi$-ing is the thing to do counts as a decision to $\Phi$. One way to see this is to consider certain cases of ‘weakness of the will’ in which an agent takes
some action $\Phi$ to be unequivocally the thing to do, but does not thereby decide to $\Phi$.\textsuperscript{26} This kind of
situation can seem painfully familiar. And if it is so much as possible, then Gibbardian expressivism
must fail in its full generality.

A better picture of the relationship between such judgments and decisions to act would allow for
certain judgments to constitute decisions without implying that all judgments constitute such
decisions. This is precisely what content plurality in mental action allows. Some judgments that $\Phi$-ing is the thing to do also constitute decisions to $\Phi$, but some do not.

Let’s consider how a judgment that $\Phi$-ing is the thing to do can also constitute a decision to $\Phi$. In
some cases, you are already committed—in the distinctively practical sense in which decisions and
intentions are commitments—to doing whatever is the thing to do. If so, you can use this practical
commitment to structure your thought. That is, you can see figuring out the thing to do as a way to
decide what to do. Acting on an intention to figure out the thing to do in order to decide what to do
will set up a context in which one and the same mental action can execute both these intentions at
once. Consider a case where

(i) you think that figuring out the thing to do is a way to decide what to do in your circumstances
because you commit to doing the thing to do (de dicto);
(ii) you act on an intention to figure out the thing to do in order to decide what to do, led by the
conception mentioned in (i);
(iii) all it takes to decide what to do in your circumstances is to commit to doing that which you
figure out is the thing to do; and
(iv) you execute both intentions (to figure out the thing to do and to decide what to do) just by
figuring out the thing to do intentionally in such a way that
(v) the content of your figuring out the thing to do is qualitatively distinct from the content of
your deciding what to do.

In this case, your decision has content plurality. It has the content of a decision to $\Phi$ (say), but it is
constituted by a judgment with the distinct content that $\Phi$-ing is the thing to do.

In cases like these, there is a tight, non-accidental constitution relation between such judgments and
their related decisions. However, it is not a general connection that holds on the level of types of
mental actions. Understanding this connection in some circumstances does not require us to say that
any specific kinds of judgments necessarily, or even universally, constitute decisions to act as well. It
does not require any significant revision of the typology of mental actions. For that reason, allowing
cases like this does not implausibly rule out certain kinds of weakness-of-will cases, in which you fail to decide to do that which you think is the thing to do.

Content plurality in mental action also lets us see how judgments of other forms can constitute decisions in certain contexts. You might, on Saturdays, be committed to doing whatever is most fun. In this case, you might see figuring out what is most fun to do as a way to decide what to do. If you then act on an intention to figure out what is most fun to do in order to decide what to do, and you execute the relevant intentions in one mental action, that action will be a judgment with the content \( \Phi \)-ing is most fun to do that also constitutes a decision to \( \Phi \).

I do not mean to imply that the explanatory power of content plurality in mental action rivals the full power of Gibbardian expressivism. It should nonetheless be an attraction of the picture I have developed here that it allows us to see how certain judgments are also decisions without committing to a full expressivist picture with all its (apparently) revisionary implications. Content plurality reshapes the debate about judgments and decisions by opening up new view on which certain token judgments constitute token decisions although no such constitution relation holds at the type level.

### 2.3.3 Inference

The structure of content plurality in mental action also helps solve a problem in another philosophical debate: the debate about the nature of inference.

It is usually thought that inferring—e.g., inferring \( q \) from \( p \)—is a form of mental action. It is also usually thought that inference from \( p \) to \( q \) involves a movement in thought from a judgment that \( p \) to a distinct judgment that \( q \).\(^{27}\) This second assumption implies that a kind of transition between distinct mental actions constitutes inference.

This gives rise to recalcitrant problems for theories of inference. There are many ways of moving from one judgment to another in thought, not all of which constitute inferential transitions. To make an inference between two distinct judgments, the first judgment must be one in which the first judgment is taken to warrant the second. As Gottlob Frege famously put it, “to make a judgment because we are cognisant of other truths as providing a justification for it is known as inferring.”\(^{28}\) Paul Boghossian has influentially framed this constraint as the “(Taking Condition): Inferring necessarily involves the thinker taking his premises to support his conclusion and drawing his conclusion because of that fact.”\(^{29}\) The next task is to say what this ‘taking’ comes to, and how it enters into any inference.

Not everyone accepts the Taking Condition, in part because its acceptance seems to lead to regress or deviant causal chains in an account of inference.\(^{30}\) I’ll briefly summarize why.

We can understand the inferrer’s taking as either an occurrent mental event—like a judgment—or as a belief, as a standing state. If the inferrer’s taking some premise to support his conclusion is a judgment, then we can ask how it modulates a transition from a judgment that \( p \) to a judgment that \( q \) to make the transition itself into an inferential one.

Lewis Carroll’s famous parable of the tortoise and Achilles has clarified that this taking judgment could not act as just another premise judgment in the course of the transition, on pain of regress.\(^{31}\) If you needed to judge \( \text{if } p \text{ then } q \) between a judgment that \( p \) and a judgment that \( q \) in order to make the whole move a transition, then surely you would also need to judge \( \text{if } p \text{ and (if } p \text{ then } q \text{), then } q \) somewhere in the middle to make the transitions among the three judgments a form of inference. And so on.
We might try to bridge the gap between a judgment that \( p \) and a judgment that \( q \) by suggesting that the judgment that \( p \) needs, additionally, to cause the judgment that \( q \). But there are many deviant—and thus non-inferential—ways for a judgment that \( p \) to cause a judgment that \( q \). A judgment that \( I'm\ about\ to\ fall\ off\ this\ cliff\) might cause me to faint, and my fainting might cause me to judge (after I wake up) that \( I\ have\ fainted\). This is a case in which, by transitivity of causation, my judgment that \( I'm\ about\ to\ fall\ off\ this\ cliff\) causes (downstream) a judgment that \( I\ have\ fainted\), but it is certainly not an inference from one to the other.

We might instead interpret the inferrer’s taking the first judgment to support the second one as a standing belief about the justificatory relationship between the contents \( p \) and \( q \). But you can have this standing belief without using it in a transition from a judgment that \( p \) to a judgment that \( q \). In that case, the transition would still not count as an inference.

There are other ways to understand the taking involved in the Taking Condition. But none seems particularly well suited to explain how taking ensures an inferential transition.

This leaves us at an impasse. Some have tried to escape it by rejecting the Taking Condition. But the main problem for theories of inference is not the Taking Condition. Theories of inference have been significantly weakened by the assumption that any inference must be executed in transition from one judgment to another. The availability of content plurality in mental action can help us see why this assumption is not necessary. That is because you can make an inference all at once. One token mental action can be a judgment that \( p \) that also constitutes a judgment \( (therefore) \) that \( q \).

The easiest case to understand is a case in which you take there to be a biconditional relationship between \( p \) and \( q \). If you believe that \( p\iff q \), then you can see that \( figuring\ out\ whether\ p\) is a way of \( figuring\ out\ whether\ q \). Here’s how conditions (i) – (v) are met here:

(i) you think that \( figuring\ out\ whether\ p\) is a way to \( figure\ out\ whether\ q\) in your circumstances because \( p\) has the same truth value as \( q \);
(ii) you act on an intention to \( figure\ out\ whether\ p\) in order to \( figure\ out\ whether\ q \);
(iii) all it takes to figure out whether \( q\) in your circumstances is to think of the truth value of the content of a token judgment whether \( p\) as the truth value of \( q \); and
(iv) you execute both intentions (to \( figure\ out\ whether\ p \) and to \( figure\ out\ whether\ q \)) just by intentionally \( figuring\ out\ whether\ p\) in such a way that
(v) the content of your \( figuring\ out\ whether\ p\) is qualitatively distinct from the content of your \( figuring\ out\ whether\ q\).

In this case, let’s say you execute both intentions in a judgment that \( p \) which also constitutes a judgment that \( q \). As the former, it executes the intention to \( figure\ out\ whether\ p\) (assuming, as we can for the time being, that \( p \) is true). Since it constitutes the latter, it also executes the intention to \( figure\ out\ whether\ q \). You can do all this at once because acting on an intention to \( figure\ out\ whether\ p\) in order to \( figure\ out\ whether\ q \) involves having in mind a practical conception of what you are doing that incorporates an understanding that \( p\) has the same truth value as \( q \). Your having this practical conception in mind makes your judgment that \( p\) into a judgment that \( q \) as well.

It is important to see that there is no room for deviant causation here. Your taking \( p\) to support \( q\) is not just one cause among many, nor just one judgment between others, nor a background commitment that may or may not get used in occurrent thought. Your taking \( p\) to support \( q\) makes your judgment that \( p\) also a judgment that \( q\) in this particular context.

Might there nonetheless be deviance in the way that you come to execute your several intentions? Not while we understand an execution of an intention in the way I have defined it. You execute an
intention to \( \Phi \) just when you do in fact \( \Phi \) intentionally in acting on this very intention to \( \Phi \). What’s more, \( \Phi - \text{ing} \) intentionally rules out deviance.\(^{33}\)

Just recognizing the possibility of making an inference all at once may not yet give us a complete theory of inference. But it rejects a received assumption in the philosophical discussion about inference and thus significantly reshapes the discussion.

### 2.4 Objections

Here I will address two objections to content plurality in mental action.

#### 2.4.1 Overcrowding

You might feel that mental actions with content plurality are simply too crowded.\(^ {34}\) You can’t fit all that content in there. This objection is more intuitive than precise, but it’s worth addressing it in order to see how it stems from a misunderstanding.

By explaining how one mental action can execute more than one intention at once, in part by constituting an action of another kind as well, I mean to have located room for mental actions to have more than one content at once. I have used no ad hoc stipulations to motivate this model; I have instead relied on more general claims about action in order to explain how content plurality in mental action is possible.

It is also important to note that I do not mean to suggest that mental actions can have endless content plurality. There are limits on the total number of things you can do at once in thought, and these limits may derive primarily from limits on working memory. Even though it is possible to, say, _think of a sentence in order to think of something Harry might say to Ron_, it does not seem possible to _think of a sentence of English that is easily translatable into Russian in order to think of something Harry might say to Ron in order to tell my editor how to replace the twelfth sentence on p. 97... all at once_. Even though there might, in principle, be one mental action that executes all the many intentions implicated in this multiply complex intention, it does not seem possible for an agent to act on all those intentions at once, while having in mind the practical conception that doing all that at once would require.

However, the impossibility of acting on such intentions does not imply the impossibility of acting on smaller combinations. If we restrict our consideration to a reasonable amount of content plurality, we have no need to feel spooked by its very possibility.

This objection does not seriously threaten the proposal developed here. But I will venture a diagnosis of its source nonetheless. It is easy to slip into thinking of mental actions – and indeed all thoughts, active or passive – as ‘internal’ utterances of sentences. Because it’s hard to see how a _sentence_ could have content plurality, this understanding of thought might make mental actions with content plurality look particularly crowded. But there are already good independent reasons not to think of thoughts as ‘internal’ utterances of sentences. One of the most important reasons not to do this has to do with the attitudinal aspects of thought. For example: if a judgment could only consist in an ‘internal’ utterance of a sentence, it is not clear why judging that \( p \) would ever constitute the doxastic commitment that judging that \( p \) really does constitute. Utterances can always be sincere or insincere, but there is no such thing as a sincere or insincere judgment. Recognizing the normative commitments involved in occurrent thoughts already recommends against any model on which thoughts are ‘internal’ utterances at all.
2.4.2 Complex contents

Another way to resist the content plurality of mental actions is to insist that each putative example of content plurality is really an example of content unity, where the content in question is logically complex. A mental action that I identify as a judgment that $p$ which constitutes a judgment that $q$ might be re-interpreted as a judgment that $p$ and $q$, and so on.

There is a simple reason that this re-interpretation cannot work in full generality. Some cases of content plurality are cases in which one action with a certain content is constituted by an action with another kind of content—one with which its own content cannot be logically concatenated. To recall an example from above: the content of a calling a word to mind is a linguistic item—here, a word—and the content of a decision on a treehouse password is plausibly propositional. These contents cannot be conjoined into a meaningful complex content. At least we cannot use truth-functional connectives to concatenate a word and a proposition in such a way as to get just one logically complex content.

In some cases of mental action with content plurality, this re-interpretation looks better. In particular, it looks better when one judgment constitutes another. Even in these cases, though, the reinterpretation would eliminate the explanatory power of the tool that emerges from the model of content plurality I have developed here.

Consider transparent self-attribution of belief. It would not help us see how you can judge I believe that $p$ by judging $p$ if we thought that a logically complex content—$p$ and I believe that $p$—is judged in transparent self-attribution of belief. Similarly, we could not use the structure of intentional action to solve any deviance problems for inference if an inference from $p$ to $q$ executed all at once simply had the content $p$ and $q$. Instead, the etiology of that logically complex judgment itself would have to be explained—perhaps by yet another inference.

Conclusion

There are mental actions with content plurality. These are complex mental actions with certain contents that are constituted by mental actions with qualitatively distinct contents.

For two distinct types of contentful mental action $\Phi$ and $\Psi$, if

(i) you think that $\Phi$-ing is a way to $\Psi$ in your circumstances, because $\Phi$-ing bears a certain relation $r$ to $\Psi$-ing in your circumstances;
(ii) you act on an intention to $\Phi$ in order to $\Psi$, led by this conception of $\Phi$-ing;
(iii) all it takes to $\Psi$ in your circumstances is to think of a token $\Phi$-ing of yours as bearing that same relation $r$ to $\Psi$-ing, and
(iv) you execute both intentions (to $\Phi$ and to $\Psi$) just by $\Phi$-ing intentionally in such a way that
(v) the content of your $\Phi$-ing is qualitatively distinct from the content of your $\Psi$-ing,

then your $\Psi$-ing has content plurality.

A mental action of $\Phi$-ing can also constitute a $\Psi$-ing because you are thinking of what you are doing in a certain way. Your practical conception can make your $\Phi$-ing constitute a $\Psi$-ing too.

On this model of content plurality in mental action, a token $\Phi$-ing can constitute a token $\Psi$-ing even though there is no more general constitution relationship at the type level. This local token constitution without implausible type constitution allows us to use content plurality as a tool of
philosophical explanation in several distinct debates. Content plurality in mental action helps to explain transparent self-knowledge of intention and of belief. It gives us a new way of understanding the relationship between ‘theoretical’ judgments and practical decisions. And it urges us away from a traditional assumption that an inference must be a transition between temporally separate judgments.

There is no general way to understand mental actions with content plurality as single actions with single, logically complex contents. But this does not mean that mental actions with content plurality are illicitly overcrowded in any way. In order to see how a mental action can have content plurality, we need to move away from the independently problematic, though natural, understanding of thoughts as internal utterances.
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